Mean field modeling is a popular approach to assess the performance of large scale computer systems. The evolution of many mean field models is characterized by a set of ordinary differential equations that have a unique fixed point. In order to prove that this unique fixed point corresponds to the limit of the stationary measures of the finite systems, the unique fixed point must be a global attractor. While global attraction was established for various systems in case of exponential job sizes, it is often unclear whether these proof techniques can be generalized to non-exponential job sizes.
Mean field models are a popular technique to assess the performance of large scale (computer) systems. They have been applied in various areas such as load balancing [1, 2, 13, 16, 23, 26] , work stealing [9, 15] , caching [10] , garbage collection [19, 20] , CSMA Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s [4] , bin packing [24] , file swarming systems [12] , coupon collector problems [14] , etc. In many cases the evolution of the mean field model is described by a simple set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and one can show that this set of ODEs has a unique fixed point (that may even have a closed form). The main idea behind a mean field approximation is that the stationary distribution of a single component in the network should (weakly) converge to (the Dirac measure of) the fixed point of the ODEs as the number of components N tends to infinity. Therefore the fixed point approximates the stationary behavior of any component in a large finite system. Different approaches exist to prove the convergence of the stationary distributions to the fixed point of the mean field limit as N tends to infinity. The traditional indirect method exists in first proving convergence of the stochastic processes over finite time scales, that is, for any fixed T , one shows that the sample paths of the stochastic processes on [0,T ] converge towards the solution of the ODEs on [0,T ] (with the appropriate initial condition). For this step, one can often rely on Kurtz's theorem [5, 16] or the convergence of transition semigroups of Markov processes [1, 23] . The second step exists in showing that the stochastic systems with finite N each have a stationary measure and that this sequence of stationary measures has a limit point (which follows from the tightness of the stationary measures). The final step then exists in showing that the fixed point is a global attractor and that the limit point of the stationary measures must be the Dirac measure associated with the fixed point. It is fair to state that, given existing mean field theory, proving global attraction of the fixed point is often the most demanding step (especially if the state space is a subset of R n ).
A recent more direct method to prove convergence is to rely on Theorem 1 of [25] or Theorem 3.2 of [8] that were both obtained using Stein's method [3] . This approach does not require proving convergence over finite time scales [0,T ]. Instead it makes use of the solution of the so-called Poisson equation. The solution of this equation is expressed as an integral that is only properly defined if the fixed point is a global attractor (that is locally exponentially stable). Thus, Stein's method, when applied to ODE-based mean field models, also requires global attraction of the fixed point. In fact one of the main challenge in verifying the conditions needed to apply Theorem 1 of [25] or Theorem 3.2 of [8] exists in showing that the fixed point is a global attractor.
One approach to prove global attraction of a set of ODEs towards its fixed point relies on defining a Lyapunov function as in [16] . However in general coming up with a suitable Lyapunov function, even in case of exponential job sizes, is highly challenging. A somewhat more flexible approach, that was applied in [1, 13, 23] for systems with exponential job sizes, relies on monotonicity. It is composed of the following three steps. First, one defines the state space Ω in such a way that the set of ODEs maintains the componentwise partial order ≤ over time. In other words, if h ≤h in the componentwise ordering, then h(t) ≤h(t) where h(t) and h(t) are the unique solutions to the set of ODEs with h(0) = h and h(0) =h. Next, one shows that for any fixed point π and h ∈ Ω there exists an h (l ) , h (u) ∈ Ω such that h (l ) ≤ h, π ≤ h (u) in the componentwise ordering. Finally, global attraction on Ω follows by proving attraction for any initial point h ∈ Ω for which either h ≤ π or π ≤ h in the componentwise ordering.
Although it is easy to generalize ODE-based mean field models with exponential job sizes to hyperexponential job sizes (or even phase-type distributed job sizes), generalizing this monotonicity approach to establish global attraction appears problematic. In this paper we nevertheless demonstrate that for a broad class of ODEbased mean field models with hyperexponential jobs sizes, one can still rely on such a monotonicity argument. In order to do so, we introduce two novel key ideas. First, we set up the ODE-based mean field model using a Coxian representation of the hyperexponential distribution. By using this Coxian representation all jobs necessarily start service in phase one, the service phase can only increase by one at a time and the service completion rate decreases as the phase increases. These three features are essential to find a partial ordering on Ω that is preserved by the set of ODEs over time. Second, we rely on a partial ordering that is stronger than the componentwise ordering used in the exponential case as the set of ODEs does not preserve the usual componentwise order over time.
Hyperexponential distributions are often used to model highly variable workloads [6] . Efficient algorithms to fit a hyperexponential distribution to heavy tailed distributions can be found in [7, 11, 17, 18] . The class of hyperexponential distributions is also dense in the set of all distributions with a completely monotone probability density function (pdf) [7, Theorem 3.2] , such as the Pareto and Weibull distribution.
Although various mean field models with non-exponential job sizes have been introduced, e.g., [22] , most of these papers only focus on the convergence over finite time scales and the uniqueness of the fixed point. One notable exception is [2] which establishes the convergence of the stationary regime for the classic power-of-d load balancing scheme under FIFO service and any job size distribution with decreasing hazard rate. Their proof is highly technical, while the approach taken in this paper is much more elementary.
Instead of focusing on a single mean field model, we identify in the full version of this paper [21] a set of sufficient conditions such that our result applies to any mean field model satisfying these conditions. We demonstrate that these conditions are satisfied by various mean field models, such as the classic power-of-d load balancing [16, 23] , the pull/push strategies studied in [15] and the power-of-d choices load balancing with batch sampling. Further, we introduce a class of probability distributions C 0 , show that the set of hyperexponential distributions is a strict subclass of C 0 and establish global attraction under these sufficient conditions for any job size distribution belonging to the class C 0 . In other words, the main result also holds for some job size distributions that are not hyperexponential distributions. We also theoretically characterize the first three moments that can be matched with a distribution belonging to C 0 .
